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ABSTRACT 

This paper try to solve the route optimization of stacker in automated storage and retrieval system with the hybrid 

algorithm which based on the combination of genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization. First the algorithm 

generates the initial population by using particle swarm algorithm. And then the population undertakes assorted 

crossover and mutation in the iterative process by using genetic algorithm. In the end the algorithm can achieve very 

good results by testing the example. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, automated stereoscopic warehouse has gradually improved, but for the scheduling aspect, there is 

still insufficient. In foreign countries, the automation warehouse has become an emerging high-tech 

industries, and achieved very good economic benefits, but in our country, the research on this subject started 

relatively late, at the same time, using foreign systems will change many aspects of problems. Therefore, it is very 

urgent and necessary to do the research. 

 

 
2. A description of the problem and the mathematical model[1] 

Automated stereoscopic warehouse is also known as automated high rack warehouse and automatic storage sys

tem (AS/RS system, Automatic Storage, Retrieval System), this paper gives the fixed unit prices of goods shelv

es which is the most commonly used. 

The automation stereoscopic warehouse work operation according to the task list, the stacker load on the corre

sponding goods in the inflow port, then from one task to the next task, complete the job in turn. we can see 

the continuous process of storage stacker simply as follows, the stacker has n goods storage, stacking machine st

arting from the inflow port, sequentially store n goods, and each position is also only go once, after completin

g the mission the stacker go back to the inflow port, we ask for is the least time job stacking machine a desi

red. Obviously, this is a typical traveling salesman problem (TSP). 

The objective function is 

                    )0,(),1()2,1()1,0(min mtmmtttT    

Where t (i, j) is the time required which the stacker goes from i to j,  we can be expressed as 

   1 2, max ,i j i jt i j x x k v y y h v     , ix  is the column number of i, iy is the row number of j, k is the 

width and h is the height, 
1v  is the speed in the horizontal direction and 

2v  is the speed in the vertical d

irection. 

Note: the storage of goods in the horizontal direction and the vertical direction running at the same time, are 

assumed to be the uniform motion, picking goods is not full or just. 

 

3. The description of algorithm in this paper[2] 

3.1 Process of mixed algorithm 

(1)Initialize operation parameters. 

  (2)To initialize the population: using basic particle swarm optimization algorithm to generate the initial pop

ulation with natural number coding, and to remember the optimal value and the global optimal value of indivi

dual. 

  (3)Using the fitness function to evaluate the best individual value and global optimal value in the populati
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on. Fitness function is (0,1) (1,2) ( 1, ) ( ,0)T t t t m m t m      , which is said to have chosen the time requi

red to access the completion of goods. 

 (4) The best individual value and global optimal value in a population: for each particle, comparing the curr

ent position to the best location, if the current location is the better, then keep this point as the best position

 of individual. The global optimal value is the best in the individuals. 

(5) Applying the crossover operator on the individuals of the population; this paper adopts cross two times

 respectively in individual optimality and global optimality, which can effectively accelerate the algorithm con

vergence speed. 

(6) Applying mutation operators on population variation of individual: used in this thesis is the general vari

ation of the original code, namely two randomly generated variation points, then exchange them; 

(7)To determine whether the suspension condition is satisfied, if the stop condition is not satisfied, to proce

ed to step 3. 

 

4. Simulation examples 

In order to validate the algorithm, we randomly generated 50 location points, each storage point coordinates of 

the point can be represented in Figure 1 by MATLAB. You can see the goods very scattered, having a goo

d optimization path can greatly save time and cost. The goods shelf is 2 meters height, 2 meters width, stacke

r’s horizontal speed is sm2 and its vertical speed is sm2 , the number of iterations is 200 time, the popula

-tion number is 1000. 

 

 

 
 Figure 1 the location of the goods 

 

Then we can get figure 2 and figure 3 by using MATLAB to simulate this problem: 

 

 
Figure 2 the training process of the algorithm 
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Figure 3 the optimized path 

 

From the training algorithm process diagram (Figure 2), we can find that for the large scale path planning pro

blem, with the increasing number of iterations, The fitness function of the improved obviously in reducing, a

nd this method has the advantages of strong convergence. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The stacker path optimization problem is solved by genetic algorithm based on particle swarm algorithm. It n

ot only makes up for the shortcomings of particle swarm optimization algorithm, also show that the hybrid 

algorithm’s advantages, such as the introduction of crossover operator, which can exchange information to ma

ke sure that the particles have the ability to search the new space. And the mutation operator is to enhance t

he ability of particle swarm algorithm jump out of local optimal solution. Finally, the very good results obtain

ed through simulation of the problem, which explains the research attempts to warehouse problem with this met

hod is successful and effective, and also provides a new idea for solving this problem. 
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